ACCESS Scholars represent women and individuals from all dimensions of diversity who embody the program values of **excellence, leadership,** and **gender equity.**

ACCESS provides promising scholars with a signature first-year experience that informs academic and career goals at the earliest possible stage, builds social awareness, unites a group of like-minded peers, connects first year STEM students to mentors and a network of over 800 program alumni, and yields a cohort of future undergraduate and professional leaders.

A year of ACCESS is valued at over $5000, includes a monetary award, and covers all costs associated with this first year experience.

---

**A Year of ACCESS**  
**SUMMER**  
Before your first Fall semester at the U

**Live...** on campus (freshmen)  
**Learn...** about global scientific issues in an ACCESS exclusive course  
**Engage...** with scientists and engineers and build a strong cohort of support

---

**FALL & SPRING**  
Your first year at the U

**Acquire...** skills for academic and career success  
**Research...** with mentorship from an elite STEM professor  
**Share...** your research in an end of year symposium

---

**APPLY**

[QR Code: science.utah.edu/access]  
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